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Model 2503 Ultraviolet

P/N# 20586-3
Model 2504 Incandescent

P/N# 20586-2

UV LIGHT TRAP MINIATURE (MODEL 2503) 
AND MINIATURE MOSQUITO LIGHT TRAP (MODEL 2504)  
are patterned after the light trap originally developed by the United 
States Center for Disease Control. They are constructed using heavy-
duty, corrosion-resistant materials for durability and long life. The high-
intensity incandescent or ultraviolet illumination provides maximum 
mosquito and sand fly attraction. Four-blade, high-flow fan provides 
excellent downdraft at speeds over 2500RPM with minimum energy use. 
Includes easy-to-program, four-function logic system with photocell 
control, quick-change catch jar and durable net with tie strings.

Model 2503 – 651562
Model 2504 – 652321

SOLO MISTER 451  
has a new 66.5 cc engine with nickel/silicon carbide cylinder coating to generate a fan air 
volume of max. 824 cfm for total plant penetration. Increased engine performance converts 
to higher misting performance. With its 3 gallon chemical tank and large 0.5 gallon fuel  
tank and low fuel consumption it can be operated  80+ minutes before refueling. Starts easy  
and runs quiet with comfortable backpack carrying frame. It is an excellent choice for residential  
or large commercial barrier control treatments. 

651562

In addition to the products shown here, Univar carries a variety of equipment options  
to suit your needs, including power sprayers, backpack sprayers, and spreaders. 

Not all products are available at all locations or registered in all states.     To order call 800.609.9414 or visit UnivarES.com/public-health

VERSA-FOGGER
The Versa-Fogger, is a gasoline powered backpack fogger specially designed for 
professional applicators to provide a wide range of flow rates and particle sizes, that 
are perfect for most all pest control applications. Features include an all metal frame, 
quiet Honda 4 Stroke motor (no mixing oil with gas) and a true compressor delivering 
air at high pressure. Flow rate is fully adjustable and is less than 27 lbs (dry weight).
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